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An approach emphasizing the complementarity of electric and magnetic fields within a weak
relativistic approximation is suggested as a basis for presenting electromagnetism in an introductory
university physics course. Within the electromagnetic unification approach, ‘‘magnetic force’’ and
‘‘electromagnetic induction’’ are each taught in a manner consistent with mechanics from a
qualitative relativistic point of view. The Lorentz force and the magnetic flux rule are treated
similarly, linking electrical and magnetic phenomena and improving the integrity and
self-consistency of the course. The status of Faraday’s integral law is discussed and is shown to be
of limited validity in this context. ©1997 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a variety of curricula on electromagnetism within intr
ductory physics courses~IPC! at the college level, ‘‘mag-
netic force’’ is introduced as follows~using standard sym
bols!:

Fm5q@v3B# ~1!

or, in its nonvectorial and less informative form, as e
ployed in high school,

Fm5qvB sin~v,B!. ~1a!

It is then further extended to the Lorentz force that inc
porates both electrostatic and magnetic forces,
657 Am. J. Phys.65 ~7!, July 1997
-

-

F5qE1q@v3B#. ~2!

Although this material is always presented once the not
of velocity had been discussed as havingonly relative mean-
ing and the Galilean relativity principle established, no co
ment is usually made regarding the frame of reference
which the velocity in~1! and~2! has to be measured. More
over, since the principle of indistinguishability of inertia
frames of reference~Galileo’s relativity principle! is pre-
sented as fundamental, this presents a contradiction w
one way or another might disturb a curious student
teacher. Indeed, it would appear that~1! and ~2! are not in-
variant in a simple Galilean transformation of velociti
v5v81v0 , which would imply that different forces act in
657© 1997 American Association of Physics Teachers
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inertial frames moving relatively to each other. This confl
is not acceptable, especially in a conceptually oriented ph
ics course. To ignore this problem would mean reduc
physics to a cluster of disconnected units of knowledge, c
trary to the aims usually proclaimed by physics educators
may be just those good students who had internalized
constraint of relativity who are most likely to be confused
this inconsistency. The question may be very practical. S
pose a dynamo in a car is considered. What velocity of e
trons should be used in the formula to calculate the Lore
force? Is it relative to the car, to the ground, or to someth
else? Is a magnet moving and approaching the circuit ph
cally equivalent to the circuit approaching the magnet?
when an electrical charge is moving parallel to a curre
carrying wire, what velocity should be put into the magne
force formula ~1!: relative to the wire, or relative to the
charges moving in the wire, or ‘‘relative to the magne
field?’’ Is it appropriate, having stated the observer inva
ance of physics laws, to introduce the laws of electromag
tism in uncertain frames of reference?1 Is the laboratory
frame of reference the only one possible? Qualitative qu
tions of this kind are often left unaddressed.2

As has been shown, students often construct an un
standing that, in many ways, is incompatible with the p
vided formal instruction.3 The topic of electromagnetism i
not an exception.4 For example, students often revert to
Aristotelian understanding of the force–motion interrelatio
ship in an electric field environment.5 They often disqualify
‘‘mechanics’’ laws~including the most fundamental! as not
being applicable to electromagnetism. For example, stud
discard Newton’s third law in an electromagnetic context6,7

Therefore, specific efforts are evidently needed to clarify a
emphasize the universal character of physical knowled
The velocity dependence of the magnetic force, as co
monly presented today in physics classes, contributes to
fragmentation of physics knowledge.

II. THE MAGNETIC FORCE

Students are commonly confused when questioned a
the velocity dependence of magnetic or Lorentz forces.8 For-
mally the correct answer is that this is the velocity of t
electric charge in the frame of reference in which the m
netic fieldB is experienced. In other words, the velocityv of
the electric chargeq, and the magnetic fieldB are to be
measured by the same observer.
Although of fundamental conceptual importance, th

question is not usually raised and explanations do not ap
in IPC texts. On being asked, students often consider
question difficult and unnecessarily ‘‘philosophical.’’ Th
difficulty in the interpretation of velocity is ultimately relate
to the understanding of magnetic field. On second thou
however, the dubious knowledge of students has a very
spectable parallel. As is well known, the same uncerta
we see in the novice learner of today was that which sc
tists faced at the end of the era of classical physics. This v
problem stimulated dramatic developments in science
years ago. Alternative electromagnetic theories were s
gested to understand the velocity dependence in~1! and~2!.
Hertz in 1890 tried to extend the relativity principle of m
chanics to electrodynamics, postulating the entire convec
of the ether, and Lorentz in 1895 abandoned this principle
favor of the ether remaining at absolute rest. Even ear
Fresnel~in 1845! had claimed the partial convection of lu
658 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 65, No. 7, July 1997
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miniferous ether, and the results of Fizeau’s experim
~1851! were interpreted as its solid confirmation.9 All these
theories were replaced by the revolutionary solution p
vided by Einstein in his special theory of relativity, whic
unified electricity with magnetism.
Since then it has been recognized that electricity and m

netism present different facets of one and the same phys
entity. One would expect the relativistic approach to be u
avoidable in instruction aimed at a conceptual understand
of electromagnetism, simply because there is no competi
theory. In spite of this, IPC textbooks commonly continue
present electromagnetism in a ‘‘traditional,’’ pre-relativist
way, sustaining crucial conceptual uncertainties. Not sp
fying the frame of reference in~1! and~2! ~where the veloc-
ity, not to mention the magnetic field, is supposed to
measured!, is an example of such instruction.10 There are
exceptional authors11 who comment~often in optional mate-
rial! on the observer invariance of a force exerted on
electric charge in the presence of an electric current, or
the observer dependence of magnetic interaction.12 The text
by Purcell,13 which cannot be identified as introductory, do
not include such an uncertainty.
Some authors,14 when accounting for the magnetic forc

do treat the velocity as relative,

Fm5q@~vq2vm!3Bm#,

wherevq is the velocity of the charge,vm the velocity of the
magnet, andBm is the magnetic field. This means the velo
ity v in the Lorentz force is reduced to the one relative tothe
magnetor, to the current-carryingwire creating the magnetic
field. Even in highly respected texts one can find claims
the charge’s relative motion ‘‘with respect to the magne
field.’’ 15 Such expressions as ‘‘The students must recogn
that as the particle moves it carries its electric and magn
fields with it’’ 16 can be easily misunderstood, contrary to t
author’s intention to convey very different ideas. Practici
teachers often observe such conceptually unacceptable
being easily adopted by students. Physicists would
amazed at the theories of magnetic field ‘‘moving with t
magnet’’ or ‘‘remaining stationary’’ which were considere
legitimate in electrical engineering, probably, for very pra
matic goals.17 This misconception was addressed by Fey
man in his lectures.18 Teachers’ metaphors~or literal inter-
pretations! of ‘‘movement relative to the field,’’ or ‘‘moving
field’’ ~Fig. 1! often resonate with students general tenden

Fig. 1. Novice learners often consider an electric charge moving in a m
netic field as a situation of relative motion~‘‘movement relative to the
field,’’ ‘‘moving field’’ or ‘‘moving with respect to the field’’!. Textbooks
do not always emphasize that this view is conceptually unacceptable.
658I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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to reify, ‘‘materialize,’’ abstract physical concepts.19

Though for low velocities one may not be making a s
nificant numerical mistake by using this metaphor,20 the
adoption of this use of ‘‘relative velocity’’ is educationall
undesirable. In the formally correct approach, changing
observer cannot be reduced to the application of the rela
velocity ~by velocity transformation! alone but requires field
transformation which~and this is a fundamental claim of th
special theory of relativity! incorporates both electric an
magnetic fields. Finally, the two-part Lorentz force~2!
should be applied, and not only its magnetic part~1!.
A pedagogically important point lies in the inherent un

between electric and magnetic fields as facets of the s
physical entity. This fact comprises a conceptual framew
at all velocities. Some students might think that in elect
magnetism, as in mechanics, when velocities are much lo
than that of light, the case belongs to Galileo–Newton
physics in which one can consciously neglect relativistic
fects. However, this view is essentially incorrect; no mat
how high or low the charge velocity is, the magnetic for
completely disappears for an observer moving with t
charge. Thus the separation, common in mechanics, betw
‘‘classical’’ and ‘‘relativistic’’ domains is not valid in elec-
tromagnetism and a conceptually correct and consistent
derstanding of electromagnetic phenomena can be rea
only within a relativistic framework.
The question arises whether a consistent knowledge

electromagnetism lies in the realm of advanced courses
as such, should be ignored in an IPC. If not, we face a c
lenge: to find an appropriate form of this knowledge whi
would be both correct and also simple enough to be inc
porated into an IPC. It is our view that a construction
relevant conceptually correct knowledge can be reached
majority of college students, even by those who may ne
go on to learn relativistic physics.
Let us consider the Lorentz force in two inertial frame

S, where the magnet is stationary andS8, where the charge
is stationary. To prepare a possible simplification, we s
within a fully relativistic description. Suppose that an o
server,S, is subjected to a homogeneous magnetic-fieldB
along thez axis @Fig. 2~a!#. That is, the electromagnetic fiel
is

$E~0,0,0!;B~0,0,B!%. ~3!

The Lorentz force that acts on the charge moving with
velocity v along thex axis is

F~0,2qvB,0!. ~4!

An observer,S8, @Fig. 2~b!#, moving with the charge
could experience fields as follows:

H Ex85Ex , Ey85g~Ey2vBz!, Ez85g~Ez1vBy!

Bx85Bx , By85gSBy1
v
c2

EzD , Bz85gSBz2
v
c2

EyD ,
~5!

where

g5~12v2/c2!20.5. ~5a!

The fields inS8 are

E85~0,2gvB,0!, B85~0,0,gB!. ~6!

Therefore, the force acting on the charge, as measure
S8, is
659 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 65, No. 7, July 1997
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F85~0,2gvqB,0!5~0,qE8,0!, ~7!

which is in accord with the relativistic dynamics21 (Fy

5Fy8/g). This result is quite remarkable. The force which
registered in theS frame as purely magnetic is purely electr
in theS8 frame with nothing physically changed, besides t
observer. This point could be used to elucidate the idea
electric and magnetic fields are facets of one physical en
like a single object being viewed from different angles. O
can also see here that the issue of the force’s velocity de
dence cannot and should not be reduced to therelative ve-
locity of the charge and the magnet with respect to e
other ~which is not merely the difference between their v
locities!. Thus, only with the help of relativity, the parado
of disappearing force is resolved.
Most ~yet not all22! physics educators see a complete re

tivistic treatment as inappropriate within an introducto
course. The textbook by Purcell,23 which manipulates the full
set of Lorentz transformations~5!, is more commonly used
in advanced physics courses. However, the underlying u
of electric and magnetic fields~forces! and their conversion
of one into the other for different observers, should be
focus of conceptually oriented instructioneven at the intro-
ductory level. The Lorentz transformation in its low velocit
limit ~weak relativistic approximation—WRA! might pro-
vide a pedagogically appropriate basis for this goal. WR
includes only a linear velocity dependence and reduces
full set ~5! into the form,

H E85EW 1@v3B#

B85BW 2
1

c2
@v3E#.

~8a!

~8b!

Fig. 2. ~a! An electric chargeq moving with velocityv in a magnetic field
B as measured in frameS; ~b! the same chargeq when considered in the
frameS8 moving with velocityv to the right, experiences the electric fiel
E8 and magnetic fieldB8; ~c! the same chargeq when considered in the
frameS9 moving at arbitrary velocityu to the right, relatively to frameS,
experiences electric fieldE9 and magnetic fieldB9.
659I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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Although expressions~8! are of no greater mathematic
complexity than~1! and~2!, they already manifest the hybri
nature of the two fields.24 Here one can draw another ana
ogy, with a transformation of vector coordinates in a tran
tion between different frames of reference. Furthermore,
important advantage of the WRA is the invariance of for
~2! in changing the inertial frame. This fact, which hold
only within WRA ~and not at high velocities!, is in keeping
with students’ intuition. The observer invariance of for
seems plausible to students and, as such, might be peda
cally favorable. Both fields appear as complementary in th
contributions to the experienced force, the ratio of the c
tributions varies from one observer to another but the res
ant effect remains, presenting a kind of conservation. A t
dency to conserve physical entities is strongly entrenche
children’s operational knowledge constructed by individu
spontaneously, in an early stage of their cognitive progr
sion.25

To introduce transformation~8! within an IPC, one may
start with the same setting of the charge moving with resp
to a stationary magnet@Fig. 2~a!#. The fields in frameS are
given by ~3! and the Lorentz force on the charge by~4!. If
one follows a historical sequence, the magnetic forceFL

5qvB on a charge carrierq can be derived from the Amper
force FA5IBL ~common notations! exerted on a current
carrying wire. In the frameS8, however, the charge is sta
tionary, and hence, does not experience any magnetic f
@Fig. 2~b!#. Having established that force is invariant and th
the charge experiences no magnetic force, only an ele
field can account for the force on the charge in frameS8.
Evidently, this field has to beE8(0,2 vB,0) in order to cause
the same force. The resultant force invariance is then in
preted as demonstrating the complementary and intercha
able natures of electric and magnetic fields. The magnit
and direction of the electric field inS8 is exactly such that
the change in electric force compensates for the disapp
ance of the magnetic force. Thus an explicit expression
the electric fieldE85@v3B# is obtained and can be extende
to ~8a!. The students may be further encouraged to cons
an arbitrary frameS9 moving with an arbitrary velocity,u, in
order to check the generality of the inference@Fig. 2~c!#. The
suggested invariance of force implies that the fieldsE9(0,
2uB,0) andB9(0,0,B) should be registered in the fram
S9. In S9 the charge and magnet move with a relative vel
ity of v2u and the Lorentz force is given by

F95qE91q@~v2u!3B9#, ~9!

which yields

F952quB1q~v2u!~2B!52qvB, ~10!

confirming that the force invariance

F95F85F ~11!

is in accordance with the transformation~8a!. This line of
thought implies the important idea that a magnet crea
more than just a magnetic field. It creates something
appears as a magnetic field to the observer who perceive
magnet as stationary, but, to an observer who sees it mov
the magnet creates an electric field as well. Together, b
fields complement each other, giving rise to the same
namic reality defined as the Lorentz force. To the stude
electric and magnetic forces now beg to be synthesized
a new complex expression: Although each of them va
660 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 65, No. 7, July 1997
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separately from observer to observer, their sum~2! is invari-
ant and hence represents one physical concept. This t
ment is in keeping with the Galilean relativity principle an
extends it beyond mechanics. It also resolves an appa
discrepancy between ‘‘mechanics relativity’’~coordinates,
velocity, Newton’s laws! and electromagnetism~the velocity
dependence of the magnetic force!; thus the mechanics an
electromagnetism units of the curriculum become consist
We have managed all this without a complete relativis
treatment and without even mentioning the invariance of
speed of light or discussing subtle effects of relativistic
nematics.
The discussion of a single-charge-in-a-field can

complemented with the example of a pair of identical elec
charges moving with velocityv @Fig. 3~a!#. Here, we cannot
expect a first-order correction to the electrostatic-force:
magnetic field created by each of the charges is proportio
to velocity, and the correction in~8a! provides additionalv
proportionality. Altogether, this produces the familiar res
of the magnetic correction being proportional tov2/c2;
which goes beyond the approximation~WRA! that we have
adopted.26 ~This result immediately allows us to estimate t
ratio of electric and magnetic forces between the sa
charges.! However, to be consistent, one can apply the fi
transformations to expose the limits of the WRA.
Consider two charges separated by a distanced and mov-

ing at identical velocitiesv, relative to observerS8. S8 can
account for the electric and magnetic fields, created by
first charge at the location of the other, using their comm
classical forms~which hold within the WRA27!,

E85S 0,2 1

4pe0

q

d2
,0D ~Coulomb law!, ~12!

B85S 0,0,2 m0

4p

qv
d2 D ~Biot–Savart law!. ~13!

The force between the charges is given by summing
magnetic and electric forces,

F85S 0,2 1

4pe0

q2

d2
1

m0

4p

q2v2

d2
,0D

5S 0,2 1

4pe0

q2

d2 S 12
v2

c2D ,0D
'S 0,2 1

4pe0

q2

d2
,0D . ~14!

To be consistent with the WRA and to keep the elect

Fig. 3. ~a! Two electric chargesq moving with velocityv, as viewed in
frameS8; ~b! the same charges when considered in frameSmoving with the
velocity v to the right.
660I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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magnetic force observer-invariant, thev2/c2 correction of
magnetic origin28 should be neglected. On the other han
applying the transformation~8a! to ~12! and ~13!, one ac-
counts for the fields in the frame of referenceS @Fig. 3~b!#,
where the charges are stationary,

E5S 0,2 1

4pe0

q

d2
,0D , ~15!

which implies a pure electrostatic interaction,

F5S 0,2 1

4pe0

q2

d2
,0D , ~16!

in accord with~14! and the idea that the interaction which
pure electrostatic in one view is complex electromagnetic
the other.
In fact, treatment of the interaction between two movi

charges poses a dilemma for the educator. If one keeps
v2/c2 term in ~14! and claims that the EM force is observe
dependent, the whole edifice of classical physics crumb
One can proceed by showing the failure of Newton’s th
law29 or conservation of momentum, for a general config
ration of two moving charges.30 Students are then referred
the course on relativity to settle these problems. Chabay
Sherwood31 used the demonstrated observer-dependenc
the force to introduce the relative nature of time.32 In fact,
this explanation could spark a full relativistic discussio
One should refrain from doing so, however, if one has
cided to remain within the force invariance of the WR
Being supported by intuition, this framework can present
unification of electric and magnetic fields in simpler term
without touching on the space-time relativistic phenome
Such an approach could be useful for teachers who prefe
focus only on electromagnetic aspects in their course an
avoid revising mechanics.
After ~8a! has been established, one might complete

revision of the relationship between the fields with the qu
tion of what happens to the magnetic field~8b!. Here, an-
other situation can be considered. Suppose a point charq
is stationary inS. In another frameS8, moving with velocity
u relative toS, the chargeq moves with the velocity2u,
creating a current and hence a magnetic field. This is c
monly described by the Biot–Savart law, which was o
tained historically in its integral form, for a long straigh
wire, and then reduced by Laplace to an elementary cur
Idl.33 Reducing it even further to a single moving charge34

this law implies a magnetic fieldB8 in theS8 frame,

B852
m0

4pr 83
q@u3r 8#. ~17!

Herer 8 stands for the radius vector from the location ofq to
the point where the magnetic field is measured.
Meanwhile in frameS ~stationary charge! only an electric

field is perceived,

E5
q

4pe0r
3 r . ~18!

A closer look at~17! reveals a way to re-express the ma
netic field inS8 in terms of the electric field inS, ~18!. This
is useful when introducing the relationship between the t
fields ~8b!. Taking advantage of the fact that the WRA kee
spatial variables observer invariant, one obtains
661 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 65, No. 7, July 1997
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B852e0m0@u3E#52
1

c2
@u3E#. ~19!

This, result reveals another facet of the intimate relatio
ship between electrostatics and electrodynamics. Equa
~19! complements the back-and-forth relationship betwe
electric and magnetic fields. Although the correction o
tained for the magnetic field can be neglected in the part
lar approximation35 that we are using its significance is co
ceptual; the smallness of the correction justifies
assumption that the magnetic field does not change num
cally between frames.
The idea that fields are observer dependent is no m

obvious than the relativity of time or length. Prior to instru
tion, physics freshmen assume the observer-independen
fields without a second thought~which means, in our nota
tions!,

HE85E

B85B.
~20!

The new approach may start from this formal framewo
of students’ naive ideas about field conservation and proc
through its modification into a more appropriate form. Usi
a constructivist-type class discussion~or a Socratic teacher–
student dialogue36!, physics teachers may provoke studen
dissatisfaction with their naive idea of ‘‘field invariance’’ b
discussing simple cases rather than a full relativistic theo
Thus the modification of~20! into ~8! is technically feasible
and more suitable within an IPC. The conservation of fo
~to obtain theE transformation!, and the link between the
Coulomb and Biot–Savart laws~to address theB transfor-
mation!, seem to meet the criteria for meaningful learnin
they are intelligible, plausible and fruitful.37 The suggested
approach is oriented on the construction of new knowled
instead of its adoption. It emphasizes the velocity dep
dence of the magnetic force~1! instead of ignoring it. The
field transformation~8!, though only an approximation of th
complete Lorentz transformation~5!, has other advantage
besides its compact form. Ultimately, they are those of
theory of relativity over pre-relativistic physics: symmetr
integrity, consistency, completeness and invariance.
these are certainly of educational value and as such shou
exposed to students already in the introductory course
contrast to the IPC, advanced courses in electromagne
are usually deductive.38 The WRA could be derived there, i
at all, from the Lorentz transformation but it does not play
significant conceptual role at that level of instruction.
Finally, it is useful to differentiate between the sugges

unification of electric with magnetic fields and other types
relationship between physical entities. Physics regula
links and causally connects physical entities. For instan
Newton’s second law relates the resultant force on a bod
its acceleration. Electric and magnetic phenomena were
lated by Maxwell’s set of equations. Einstein’s linking o
electric and magnetic fields is of a different nature. The fi
transformations show us that electric and magnetic fie
present the exact same entity, which cansimultaneouslyap-
pear to coexist in different proportions to each other depe
ing on one’s frame of reference. It is as if facets of the sa
solid are observed in different perspectives~Fig. 4!. Of
course, this analogy between literal observation and the ‘‘
servation’’ of the electromagnetic field~force! is limited and
661I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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not quantitative. Nevertheless, it can be valid for instruct
as conveying one of the major ideas in relativistic elect
magnetism.

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION

The unification of electric and magnetic fields, when e
tablished in the unit on magnetic force, gains even m
importance if it is extended to electromagnetic inductio
Indeed, just like the velocity dependence of the magn
force, therelativemotion of a conducting rod~or circuit! and
a magnet may cause confusion in understanding electrom
netic induction. Despite the obvious symmetry of the situ
tions, we account for them by induced electromotive forc
of different kinds. Does the phenomenon itself depend on
frame of reference of the observer? Formal physics wo
answer that it does not~at nonrelativistic velocities39!. This
claim is in keeping with intuition of ‘‘force invariance’’
within the WRA. In fact, the above-mentioned asymme
served as a starting point for Einstein’s discovery of the s
cial theory of relativity.40

Historically, Faraday in 1831 understood electromagne
induction in the same way as many of our students do no
days: He believed that it was caused by the cutting of ‘‘m
netic lines of force’’ by a conductor movingrelative to a
magnet~Fig. 5!.41 A more complicated picture was suggest
by Faraday to understand the general case. He distingui
between magnet translation, where the lines of force tra
with the magnet, and magnet rotation where lines of fo

Fig. 4. ~a! A way to display the unity of the electric and magnetic field
Two facets of a cube represent the fields. The observed combinatio
fields depends on the ‘‘point of view’’~state of motion!. ~b! S0 ~a stationary
electric charge!, facing a front of the cube, observes only an electric fie
~c! S ~a moving charge!, viewing slightly from a side, observes a combin
tion of electric and magnetic fields. The change of view corresponds t
effective turn of the cube.
662 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 65, No. 7, July 1997
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remain stationary in space.42 This understanding of the mag
netic field as a material entity, which can move or rema
stationary independent of the magnet itself, is incompati
with the currently adopted paradigm of electromagnetis
Nevertheless this view remained in use many years afte
was theoretically discarded.43 The old ‘‘relativistic’’ para-
digm, which considers only the relative motion of the ma
net and conductor but not their relation to the observer
still considered appropriate to represent electromagnetic
duction so long as no formalism is applied.44

In an IPC, as within Maxwell’s theory of electromagn
tism, it is normal to differentiate between two cases in wh
we observe induced electromotive force~emf!. At first,
physicists were struck by a puzzling asymmetry betwee
moving magnet and a moving charge~or conductor! that
exists within Maxwell’s formalization.45 Indeed, the induced
emfs are explained and identified differently whether the
ject at rest is the magnet, ‘‘motional emf’’ or the conducto
‘‘the emf due to the changes in magnetic field.’’
ObserverS @Fig. 6~a!# detects an induced emf and explai

it as the result of a magnetic force on moving charges. O
serverS8 @Fig. 6~b!# detects thesameforce but explains it as
a result of an electric field in keeping with Maxwell’s equ
tion,

“3E52
]B

]t
, ~21!

which implies a curly, non-CoulombicE field due to tempo-
ral changes in the magnetic field. Both the laws for magne
force ~1! and for electric field~21! are differential~they in-
clude only the local values of fields, or their derivatives! and
so provide different mechanisms for the induced emf in e
of the two cases. The curly, non-Coulombic electric fie
exists whether or not a conductor is present. A conduc
merely provides an opportunity for the curly field to manife

of

.

n

Fig. 5. Faraday considered the magnetic field~‘‘lines of magnetic force’’! as
a material reality and so considered the conductor moving in a magn
field as a case of relative movement where the conductor cuts the l
Novice learners will often employ this same view.

Fig. 6. ~a! A conducting loop moving with velocityv to the right, towards
a stationary magnet, as viewed in frameS; ~b! the same situation when
considered in frameS8 moving with velocityv with the loop.
662I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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itself in an electric current~or voltage!. Equally, it is mean-
ingless to talk about motional emf in absence of an elec
charge. These emfs seem to be different physical phen
ena. Yet Faraday saw both cases of emf induction as ide
cal phenomena and subject to the same law, since for him
electromagnetic induction was a matter of ‘‘intersecting
magnetic curves’’ which happens during therelativemotion
of the magnet~together with its ‘‘magnetic curves’’! and the
conductor.46 The distinction between the two processes ca
only with Maxwell’s theory.
Purcell, in his advanced course, generalizes the case

stationary and moving magnets further by showing that t
can be reduced to one law.47 Within it, an induced emf is
related to the rate of change of magnetic flux through an a
A which caps the considered circuit pathL ~Fig. 7!. Observ-
ers in relative motion would write it as follows:

E ind5
dFB

dt
,

~22a!

FB5E E
A
B–dA ~S frame, moving conducting loop!

or

E ind8 5
dFB8

8

dt8
,

~22b!

FB85E E
A8
B8–dA8

~S8 frame, stationary conducting loop!,

which coincide, for low velocities, because all spatia
temporal relativistic corrections are too small and the m
netic field is practically frame invariant. This integral stat
ment is known as Faraday’s law of induction, thou
Faraday himself neither wrote nor defined it this way.48 How
to understand electromagnetic induction was much deb
until the interconvertible nature of electric and magne
fields was introduced by Einstein’s Special Theory
relativity.49 From its perspective, identification of an induce
emf is not absolute but depends upon the observer who
periences a particular configuration of electric and magn
fields in his frame of reference.
Although the coincidence of~22a! and ~22b! provides a

quantitative~if not qualitative! justification for employing
magnetic-circuit relative motion symmetry, it does no

Fig. 7. A spatial loopL is covered by surfaceA, over which the integral of
magnetic fieldB is calculated, yielding the fluxF, relevant for Faraday’s
law.
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stretch beyond this. The use of the metaphor ‘‘moving fiel
has been fundamentally reconsidered since 1905.50 In spite
of this, IPC textbooks often employ the metaphor of ‘‘cuttin
field lines’’ in the form which does not prevent its obsole
interpretation.51 Rarely is the conceptual bridge between t
two kinds of induced emf explained.52

Moreover, there is a difference between the status of
differential law and that of the integral one. Although Ma
well’s equation~21! is sometimes called ‘‘the Faraday law i
its differential form’’ and equated with it, these two are n
equivalent. By virtue of Stoke’s theorem, the integral la
~22! can be reduced to the differential statement~21! but
only in the case of a stationary circuit.53 Therefore, Purcell’s
statement that the laws areentirelyequivalent is imprecise,54

as the motional emf is not included in~21! but may be in
~22!. Some of those who tried to obtain a truly equivale
differential form for the Faraday law obtained55

“3E52
]B

]t
1“3~v3B!, ~21a!

which could confuse even more as if suggesting a modifi
tion of the Maxwell equation~which it is not, as theE andB
in ~21a! are to be measured in different frames of referenc!.
Probably similar intentions brought Cohn56 to state two inte-
gral laws of induction, the flux rule~22! and, independently
the rule for motional emf,

E ind5Blv ~with usual notations!. ~23!

The path of integration in the integral law~22! might
present another point of misinterpretation. It is natural
identify this path with a material circuit to obtain the induce
emf in it. However, subtle effects of integration, which d
not reflect any new physics, may cause confusing res
when applying the integral law. We will illustrate this below
In presenting electromagnetic induction within an IP

some authors57 begin with the magnetic force on a movin
charge in a magnetic field. They interpret this force as
manifestation of the motional emf in a rod moving through
magnetic field,~23!. Thus Faraday’s law~22! appears to be a
generalization of a microscopic phenomenon of a magn
force acting on a charge. Then, the effect of the induc
electric fields is taken to be explained based on the inte
law. It was an innovation to start from the induced, no
Coulombic electrical field and to generalize to Faraday’s
tegral law.58

Most authors take a different approach. They first pres
the integral law~22! as an empirical discovery by Faraday.59

Once this law is established, the emf for a conducting
moving in magnetic field~23! can be deduced. The induce
emf by a magnet approaching a stationary circuit is also
plained as a result of temporal changes in the magnetic fi
and hence in the magnetic flux. Such an approach is close
the historical sequence of events, but is it conceptually
isfactory? The false impression might emerge that the
phenomena of induced emfs are derivatives of Faraday’s
~22!, which appears fundamental and all-encompassing
fact, as far as one considers the theory of electromagnet
the situation is different. From the integral law~also known
as the ‘‘flux rule’’!, one can obtain striking ‘‘paradoxes,
which require an extra effort of interpretation based on d
ferential laws in order to be resolved.
A clear example of such a case was provided even

Faraday himself ‘‘Faraday’s disc’’ does not need any chan
in magnetic flux to produce an induced emf@Fig. 8~a!#. In
663I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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this device a solid conducting disc rotates in a constant
form magnetic field parallel to the disc axis. Though t
relative motion of the disc and the magnet is present,
magnetic flux through the disc does not change,dFB /dt
50. However, Faraday demonstrated that a potential dif
ence is developed between the center and the periphe
the disc: a curious situation where Faraday’s law does
account for Faraday’s generator.60

In contrast, a microscopic~differential! approach which
specifies the magnetic forceq@v3B# applied on charges in
the moving disc, easily provides a complete account for
created emf. Figure 8~b!, schematically represents the ele
trical circuit. From the whole circuit~abcde!, we need only
consider a radial ‘‘rod’’ in the rotating disc which instant
neously connects the two brushes, brushe in the center, with
brusha at the periphery. As the disc rotates, all its charg
possess different tangential velocities perpendicular to
radiusea. The other velocities of electrons in theabcdecir-
cuit ~drift and thermal! are not relevant. The tangential ve
locities of electrons are subject to the magnetic force push
them radially outward. This push is interpreted as an indu
emf, spread across the disc and causing a radial pote
difference. While a straightforward use of magnetic for
easily accounts for this effect,61 too strict a use of the integra
law ~22! fails because there is no change in the magnetic
linked to the circuit. The advantage of the microscopic la
in this case, is evident.
Although an appropriate conceptual discussion of ‘‘Fa

day’s disc’’ might be very instructive, it rarely appears
IPC texts. Commonly, it appears in the end-of-chap
exercises,62 which means that its high pedagogical potent
is realized only occasionally. Comments advising care
choice of the path of integration which ‘‘should incorpora
the motion of the disc,’’63 are obscure and of little help to th
learner. The recommended method of following the cha
in an arbitrary chosen sector area, though it leads to
correct answer, seems to be a trick and does not exp
much. Indeed, there would be no induced current in a clo
conducting loop of any shape movingas a wholethrough a
homogeneous magnetic field. The failure of the integral l
~22! in case of ‘‘Faraday’s disc’’ is not related to circula
motion. It lies in the fact that of the two fragmentseaanddc
@Fig. 8~b!# of the conducting loop, only one is in motion an
the other is stationary. One can equally observe the s
phenomenon in its rectilinear geometrical analog. Consid
U-shaped conducting rod moving in a homogeneous m
netic field@theU plane is parallel to the field, Fig. 9~a!#. The
emf induced in the upper sidebc causes an electric current i

Fig. 8. ~a! A schematic view of Faraday’s disc generator;~b! an electrical
circuit ~oeabcd! in the disc generator.
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the loopabcd. The circuit is closed by thead path in the
conducting plateCP which remains stationary. The flu
through the loop remains zero and the flux rule fails to
count for the induced current.
In the setting of Fig. 9~b! ~a conducting loopabcdmoving

through a homogeneous magnetic field!, the flux rule cannot
account for a potential difference across the sidesbc and
ad—the loop is polarized, and the magnetic flux through t
loop remains zero. In contrast to Fig. 9~a!, there is no current
in this case because the potential difference establis
acrossbc is the same as that acrossad. In Fig. 9~a! the
charges in the conducting pathad do not move with the
U-shaped rod so the potential difference acrossbc remains
unbalanced.
To emphasize the point, another device can be consid

in which an induced emf and an induced electrical curr
~both oscillating! are present in the absence of a conduct
loop or any magnetic flux linked to it. A conducting rodab is
mounted on a wooden~insulator! cylinder @Fig. 9~c!#. When
the cylinder rotates in a homogeneous magnetic field, an
duced current circulates within the rod. The magnetic fl
rule is not applicable. Similarly, there is no way to apply t
flux rule to account for the induced emf and current in a
rod antenna as the loop is undefined. The microscopic
~21! must be applied. We have demonstrated that a chang
magnetic flux is not a necessary condition for electrom
netic induction. But is it sufficient?
The question of sufficiency was addressed by Feynm

His example complements the discussion of the validity
the relationship of the induced emf to the rate of magne
flux change. He described a contrivance in which a sign
cant change in the magnetic flux linked to a circuit does
cause a corresponding induced emf.64 The geometry of the
setting is not simple. Two metal platesm andn can rotate
about hingesO1 andO2 @Fig. 10~a!#. The whole construction
is flexible and the hinges are not fixed in space. The pla
touch each other at pointc, establishing a closed circuit. Th
circuit is flat, and the magnetic field is at right angles to t
plates. When the plates rock back and forth one over
other, the contact pointc changes its location, and the are

Fig. 9. ~a! Rectilinear geometry equivalent to the case of a disc genera
~b! the case of zero flux through the loop and a non-zero voltage in it;~c! the
conducting rodab has been mounted on a wooden cylinder rotating in
homogeneous magnetic field. Despite the absence of any change in ma
flux ~the loop is undefined!, an electrical current flows in the rod.
664I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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contained by the circuit varies. Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show
two point c locations. The shaded region indicates t
change in the area between the two positions. Feynm
points out that though the plates may move very slow
~small magnetic forces on electrons and, hence, a small
tional emf!, a substantial change in the swept area may
company the movement of the contact point. This is beca
the circuit is closed each time through a new touching po
which can move with any speed! Thus, the change in
loop area containing the magnetic field may cause a la
rate of flux changeDFB /Dt. The discrepancy between
small induced emf, which is deducible from the small ma
netic force on the electrons in the plates, and a large cha
in magnetic fluxDFB /Dt due to the quick change in th
swept area, determined by the movement of the touch
point between the plates, demonstrates the failure of st
ment ~22!. Lenz’s law which describes the direction of th
induced current, however, remains valid because, despite
discrepancy between the velocity of the touching point a
the velocities of the electrons, both velocities are in the sa
direction ~Fig. 11!.
These examples illustrate the limited validity of the int

gral law ~22!. It may be helpful in certain situations, but it
neither of explanatory nor of general power. The mic
scopic treatment based on forces~fields!, on the other hand
is both fundamental and explanatory and, as such, is pre
able for educational purposes. Thus the appropriate im
mentation would be to switch the explanations as we p
vide. For example, almost all authors present a metal
sliding along conducting rails in a magnetic field and calc
late the emf by applying the flux rule. Instead, although
answer remains the same (emfind5Blv), a more instructive
treatment would draw on the magnetic force in the mov
rod. There is much truth in Feynman’s claim that in case
any confusion one should return to differential laws,~2! and
~21!, which are fundamental. The field~force! approach un-
covers the physics involved, whereas the integral law~22! is
a rule which can fail.
In spite of the limitations on its generality, the integr

magnetic flux law does remain important conceptually. W
see its pedagogical role to be similar to that of the Lore
force. It conceptually unifies two different kinds of electr
magnetic induction, demonstrating that the difference
tween them is not absolute, but that they are complemen
in a relativistic sense, much like the identification of force
magnetic or electric. It is up to the physics educator to ens
that by unifying these two complementary phenomena,

Fig. 10. Feynman’s example in which there is a discrepancy between
rate of change in magnetic flux through a circuit loop and the induced
created in it. The shaded region in~b! represents the relatively large chang
in the area containing magnetic flux compared with~a!.
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flux rule does not take their places, or that of their cor
sponding basic laws, in the hierarchy of physical knowled
established within the IPC.

IV. FINAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION

We advocate inclusion of a simplified relativistic approa
to the unit of electromagnetism within an IPC, because
would establish consistency with mechanics and give int
rity to physics instruction. This effort would be ideological
similar to that of conceptual bridging between electrosta
and electrical circuits.65 The suggested approach would e
courage the construction of a synthesized view that elec
and magnetic fields are two complementary facets of
entity. A WRA could provide the appropriate framewor
plausible and mathematically operable in either a calcu
or algebra-based IPC. Within it, the sum of the veloci
dependent magnetic and the electric forces constitutes
observer invariant-electromagnetic force. It is important t
this approach presents, in a certain sense, Galilean ele
magnetism, as it is not built upon relativistic topics such
the invariance of the speed of light, simultaneity, kinema
and dynamic effects of Special Relativity. The treatment
entirely focused on electromagnetic phenomena. It confo
to the intuitive idea of force invariance, which makes it a
propriate for an introductory and conceptually orientat
course. The field transformations emerge from a need to
count for simple physical situations, through bridging b
tween points of view of observers in relative motion.
Almost 100 years after the theory of electromagneti

was essentially reconstructed, it is unacceptable to retain
present the magnetic force in its velocity-dependent fo
and ignore the superficial contradiction with the principl
taught to students in the mechanics unit of the same cou
Since the concepts of magnetic force and magnetic inte

he
f

Fig. 11. Two wheels rolling on top of each other, demonstrating the
crepancy between the velocities of physical points in the wheels and
joint point of contact. In Feynman’s setting, velocityV0 of the touching
point a ~not to be confused with physical points at contact which are inst
taneously stationary! determines the area swept out by the current pa
Physical pointsb, b8 move slower. Their velocities,Vb determine the Lor-
entz force on the electrons and hence, the induced emf. Lenz’s law is
served because velocitiesV0 andVb are in the same direction.
665I. Galili and D. Kaplan
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tion are inherently relativistic, a pedagogical problem aris
no consistent separation between ‘‘classical’’~‘‘compul-
sory’’! and ‘‘relativistic’’ ~‘‘optional’’ ! treatments of electro
magnetic phenomena is possible. In this respect, electrom
netism is in principle different from gravitation where on
can remove relativistic effects into a separate instructio
unit. The reason for this difference is that two opposing el
tric charges cancel out the electrostatic effects which wo
otherwise prevail. Against the background of this cance
tion, the effects of relativity become easily observable, co
mon and ‘‘nonrelativistic,’’ as in the magnetic interactio
This situation is unique. A velocity-dependent term also
pears within the relativistic theory of gravitation
interaction.66 The hypothesized discovery of an oppos
gravitational charge could cause a parallel cancellation of
‘‘gravistatic’’ interaction. In that case, the ‘‘gravidynamic
force could become observable at small velocities. We
lieve that it is not just physics majors who could comprehe
this fact.
The presentation of the electromagnetic induction could

rearranged appropriately. The relative movement of a m
net and a conductor could be shown to cause two com
mentary phenomena depending on which observer is cho
In simple cases, this choice determines whether the indu
emf is caused by the magnetic or electric force~field!. The
complimentary nature of the two forces could be interpre
as reflecting the common nature of electric and magn
fields. Following this route, the integral law of induction~the
flux rule! is introduced as a reduction of two observed ph
nomena into one rule which is of less general validity due
its integral nature.67 In introductory courses, the reduction
the flux rule can be made qualitatively, using simple ca
~moving conducting rod!.
Figure 12 presents a suggested sequence in teaching

tromagnetism. We leave more elaboration of the sugge
approach for further discussions.
We expect this approach to be efficient in promoting s

Fig. 12. A schematic representation of the suggested approach for tea
electromagnetism.
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dents’ conceptual change from spontaneous views of s
rate magnetic and electric phenomena into a consistent
thetic view, in accordance with the present scienti
knowledge of electromagnetism.
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IF IT’S NONLINEAR, PUNT

That gives me three equations and five unknowns.
Now all I have to do is show howx varies with time, so I can graph the position of the balloon

and Greene will think I’m a hero.
Step 6. Dust off differential equations books from sophomore year at Hopkins. A differential

equation deals with things that move in time, like the piston of an engine, the earth, and the
moon—or the skin of a balloon being blown up.

Everything in the differential equations book deals with ‘‘linear’’ differential equations. That
means that the second term, thex-dot-squared term, means I can’t solve this using any methods in
that book. I’m multiplying the velocity by the velocity, and that makes it ‘‘nonlinear.’’

Step 7: Punt. This is what you do at MIT when the institute or the problem set has painted you
into a corner.

Pepper White,The Idea Factory—Learning to Think at MIT~Penguin Books, New York, 1991!, pp. 104–105.
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